JIG Newsflash
Date: 30th March 2020

FOS Release JITS Version 1.8
JIG is pleased to announce that an update to the JITS/FOS platform
will be released on 30th March 2020. Version 1.8 will bring several
improvements to the platform, which are outlined below.
1.
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Compact tables

This change affects all users.
The following tables are now provided in two different views,
Compact and Full:


Schedule/Detailed (All users)



Inspections (All users)



Findings (All users)



Locations (JIG Users only)



This change, requested by many JITS users, will enable easier

viewing of the tables listed above, with minimised scrolling. The
columns included in the compact view are designed to fit on a 13,1”
laptop screen at a 67% browser zoom. By default, the compact view
is shown. The users can easily choose between the two views at their
convenience.

2.

Consolidated

export

of

KPIs

under

Reports

>

www.jigonline.com

Checklists/Inspections

For further information on JITS,
please contact JIG
Administration Coordinator, Sam
Neal:

This function is for the user to produce ad-hoc reports and graphs

sam.neal@jigonline.com

This change affects all users except for Inspectors.
relating to the locations for which they are responsible. Previously,
users had to export each report/chart individually. This reporting tool
has been enhanced to accommodate an “Export Tabs All Data”
button to facilitate export of all KPI data included within each tab.
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This change applies to all reports/charts, namely: Overall Performance, Recommendations, Cause Analysis, Report
Submission, Not Witnessed and Filters. Upon applying the desired filter(s) and creating the consolidated report, users
are now able to export each tab’s discrete data tables in Comma Separated Value (CSV) format (which is used to produce
the graphs in each tab).
3. Functionality to add multiple recommendations per question
This change affects Inspectors, Area Managers and Site Managers.
This update will enable Inspectors to add multiple recommendations per question. An “Add Recommendation” button
will be available, a single left-click on which will open a field to add the second recommendation (screenshot below).
This process can be repeated as many times as required. As usual, the recommendations are saved by left clicking once
out of the recommendation fields. Any additional recommendation can be deleted by clicking on “Remove
Recommendation”. There will be no limitation on the priority of each recommendation.

The multiple recommendation process is also available when selecting “RO” (Recommendation Outstanding). The RO
selection is captured as usual under tables A2(i) and A2(ii) of the inspection report. Any additional recommendation
entered by the inspector through an initial RO selection will be considered a standard “Recommendation” (R) and not
an RO. Each multiple recommendation will appear as a “Previous Inspection Recommendation” (PIR) during the next
inspection of that location.
Area Managers and Site Managers will need to treat each recommendation as unique; ie. each recommendation will
need to be closed out separately.
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Tablet version (online and offline)
This update will also apply to the Android and IOS tablet app. The “R” field has been modified to accommodate the “Add
Recommendations” button. The image below shows the new icon in tablet view. Upon clicking on “Add
Recommendation”, the app opens a new field to add the additional recommendation(s).
“Add recommendation” button

Multiple recommendations added

Likewise, the tablet app has been modified to allow additional recommendations through an initial “RO” answer. The
images below show multiple Rs within ROs.
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Add Recommendation when initially answering “RO” to a particular question

Multiple recommendations added within RO

4. Updated manuals
The updated JITS manuals will be available shortly under the Help menu and will include all changes released so far since
going live in January 2019. Please look out for the “New!” icon (shown below) in the Help menu and familiarise yourself
with the updated manual(s) relating to your per role(s). Users with multiple roles will need to select the relevant role in
their JITS profile in order to view the corresponding manual.

